
Does color 
Affect taste



Question
Does color really affect the way something tastes/smells? Is 
an object so simple like colors able to trick the brain into 
thinking something that isn’t really happening.



Research
● The color of a drink might affect the way someone feels about the drink. For 

example, some people think that red makes the drink taste spicier or tart. 
There is also something about your liking of taste. If you like blueberry 
flavored drinks the blue food coloring might taste appealing. But, if you have a 
bad experience with the color green, green might taste disgusting. It might 
also taste normal. It also relies on your expectation of different food or drinks. 
If someone is used to a fry being yellow but a fry ends up being blue they 
might think it’s something that it’s not.



Hypothesis
Color will affect taste but not in the same way for everyone, 
especially since everyone does not have the same taste 
buds. 



Materials
6 (or more) volunteers, red, blue, and green food coloring (1 
teaspoon for the red, blue, and green food coloring), 6 (or 
more) disposable cups, 1 liter of water, one drinking glass for 
water, one table, a permanent marker (sharpie),  a lab 
notebook, paper and pen for the volunteers to write their 
answer on, and 1 gallon of organic apple juice.



Procedure
● 1. Gather all materials.
● 2. Pour one teaspoon of food coloring into each glass of apple juice (one cup 

has green, one cup has blue, one cup has red, one cup doesn’t have food 
coloring) (each volunteer has one red, one green, one blue, and one with 
none)

● 3. Mix the food coloring around.
● 4. Set up the paper and pencil where the volunteers will sit, and set up the 

cups. 
● 5. Gather all volunteers and sit them at the table. Wait for the results (what 

they think about the taste of the drinks).
● 6.Once they have written down what they think the drink tastes like, take the 

results and either repeat the experiment or gather more volunteers.



Results and Data(table)
Red
#1
Cheery, tart, sweet, a hint of apple
Red
#2
Green apple, super sweet
Red
#3
Tart, apple juice
Red
#4
Normal apple juice no noticeable difference
Red
#5
Tastes tart, sour apple



Results and data(table)
Blue
#1
Blue raspberry, sweet, tastes the best
Blue
#2
Blue gatorade, somewhat tart
Blue
#3
Sweeter than any, tastes smooth
Blue
#4
Tastes slightly sweeter, overall no difference
Blue
#5
Tastes sweet and cool, tastes like blue raspberry apple juice



Results and data(table)
Green
#1
Tastes like sour apples, sweeter than the rest
Green
#2
Tasted terrible, does not taste like apple juice, looked horrible
Green 
#3
Tastes more like regular apple juice, somewhat tart, visually unappealing
Green
#4
Looks unpleasant, tastes somewhat like normal apple juice
Green
#5
Looked horrible, tasted like rotten apples, tasted bad



Results and data(table)
Control
#1
Tasted like apple juice but smoother and sweeter
Control
#2
Tasted terrible, tasted like badly made apple juice
Control
#3
Strong apple flavor, tasted somewhat tart
Control
#4
Feels and tastes smoother, overall tastes like apple juice
Control
#5
Tasted like apple juice, definitely smoother and sweeter
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Conclusion

I asked if color actually affects taste. My hypothesis was that it does in fact affect 
taste but at the same time I was sort of doubting it because not everyone's taste 
buds are the same. However, I was correct on that and my data does support my 
hypothesis. For example, one person put that the green tasted like green apple 
while the other put that green almost made them throw up because of how bad it 
tasted, but in the end it was all just food coloring and apple juice. Although I got 
the results I wanted I would change the fact that I only tested five people and that I 
used apple juice with only apples (no added substances or ingredients). I think 
that if I tested more people I would have a wider range of results and if I were to 
use organic apple juice it would taste less strong leading to more imagination 
based results, not taste bud results.
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